Creative Garden

Flower Pot: Flower 1
Materials:
FLIPTEZ®, EzyShaid® Shimmer, Tissue Paper, Jewel, Flower Template, Flower Pot, Glue, Scissors,
Spray- Adhesive, Watercolour Paper, Bamboo, Silver Spray Paint, Double Sided Tape, Cellophane,
Hot Glue Gun,
Step 1: Cover your work surface with a protective covering e.g. newspaper. Ask an adult to help
when using the hot glue gun and spray adhesive.
Step 2: Prepare your pot and stem: Spray paint a length of bamboo silver. Glue the bamboo to the
bottom of the flower pot, we used a hot glue gun. Arrange cellophane around the base of the
bamboo stem. Trace the flower template onto watercolour paper.
Step 3: Trace the flower template onto watercolour paper, then, cut them out with scissors. Ask an
adult to help if this is tricky.
Step 4: TIP orange, yellow and hot pink FLIPTEZ® onto the flower alternately and in a diagonal
pattern.
Step 5: Use your fingers to rub/ZIP the FLIPTEZ® into the page.
Step 6: Tip the hot pink FLIPTEZ® around the edge of your flower.
Step 7: Use the EzyShaid® applicator to rub the FLIPTEZ® into your flower edge.
Step 8: Spray your flower with self -adhesive. Make sure your work surface is protected.
Step 9: Quickly sprinkle EzyShaid ® shimmer onto your flower. Allow the shimmer to set on the glue
for a few minutes.
Step 10: Cut a 10cm diameter circle from pink, yellow and orange tissue paper.
Step 11: Place some glue in the centre of your flower and stick down the pink tissue. Add glue to the
centre of the pink tissue and stick on the orange tissue.
Step 12: Place some glue in the centre of the orange tissue and glue on the yellow tissue.

Step 13: Place some glue in the centre of the yellow tissue and stick own the coloured jewel.
Step 14: Gently scrunch the tissue around the jewel. Your flower is completed.
Step 15: Leaves: EzyShaid® shimmer, yellow, light and dark green FLIPTEZ®.
Step 16: Sprinkle yellow, dark and light green FLIPTEZ® all over an A3 piece of watercolour paper.
Step 17: Use your fingers to rub the FLIPTEZ® into your paper in a diagonal direction.
Step 18: Spray your coloured paper with self- adhesive.
Step 19: Sprinkle EzyShaid® Shimmer all over the paper. Allow the shimmer to set on the glue for a
few minutes.
Step 20: Cut the coloured paper into 3 large leaf shapes.
Step 21: Crease the leaves down the centre at the stem end.
Step 22: Stick double sided tape onto the crease.
Step 23: Peel the back off the double sided tape on one of your leaves and stick it to the base of the
bamboo stem.
Step 24: Repeat step 23 with the other 2 leaves.
Step 25: Stick double sided tape to the back of your flower. Start the tape 1/3 of the way down from
the top of your flower.
Step 26: Peel the backing off the double sided tape and stick your flower onto the bamboo stem.
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